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Rev. Allen Paye was nominated by the director and Staff of the 
Department of Community Services (DCS) to serve as the moderator for 
the entire seminar which he did satisfactorily, as far as the entire 
content of the competence seminar was concerned.  
 
Furthermore, Mrs. Emma Okai Wleh gives the welcome statement and 
asked the participants to feel free and be welcome at home especially 
our international guests that came from Norway, Zimbabwe and Sierra 
Leone, and said that Liberia was a home away from their various homes 
and there was no need to think otherwise as she concluded. 
 
 
The competence seminar started with Rev. Allen Payne giving a word 
of exhortation taken from the book of Matthew 28: 2-18 and using for 
theme: “A called to perform a specific task”   referencing it to what our 
Lord Jesus Christ did when he has fed the five thousand with just five 
loaves of bread, he did not only considered the spiritual component of 
our faith but, the physical component also. 



 
Rev. Allen Paye also spoke about reaching the Gospel everywhere 
which included the Great Commission that says Go Ye into the world 
and make disciples of all nations baptizing them in the name of the 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit by the works we do, alms we give to the 
needed, way we speak when hearts are giving up and disappointed. 
The way the church lives will indeed be able to tell people to live to the 
saving knowledge of the Al-Mighty Rev. Allen Paye concluded   
 
ORIENTATION: 
 
The gathering of the international Competence seminar were told to 
greet each other in order to be able to get familiar with one another 
during the week-long stay in Buchanan City, Grand Bassa County, 
Liberia especially for those local and international guests that have not 
had the experience of this competence seminar before.  We were also 
encouraged to share some of their experiences at home with new 
friends as a way of beginning or having a fresh start of the competence 
seminar coupled with a stimulated environment and cuisine of the host 
country, Liberia. 
 
COUNTRY DELEGATIONS: 
Each of the participating countries was asked by the Competence 
seminar to formally introduce their delegation and the first to start was 
Norway; introducing Rev Rev. Oyvind Aske: General Secretary, MM, 
UMC Norwayas the head of the delegations from Norway. 
 

• Sis Anne Ng Foster – Program Advisor – PID – MM, UMC 
Norway 

• Bro. AartHuurnink–Board Chairperson – MM, UMC Norway 
• Ragnar Flach – Treasurer – MM, UMC Norway   
• Bro. Karl Anders Ellingsen – Editor – MM, UMC Norway 



• Sis Anne Lise – Member – MM, UMC Norway 
 
ZIMBABWE DELEGATION: 
 

• Rev. Mususa Musafare – Director - CHABADZA 
• Gelly Miti–Associate – Director - CHABADZA 
• Rev. Allen Masimba Gurupira – Board Chairperson – 

CHABADZA 
 
 
SIERRA LEONE DELEGATION: 
 

• Bro. Smart Senesee – Director – CELAD 
• Dr. Victor Massaquoi – Board Chairperson – CELAD 
• Louisa Kamanda – Program Coordinator – CELAD 
• Dr. Ken Luseni–Dean-Bishop Wenner School of Theology-

UMC/SL 
• Bro. Sahr Jerry Sa’quee-Community Facilitator-Mission & 

Development-UMC/SL 
• Sis. Floris Johnson-Finance Volunteer-Mission & Development-

UMC/SL 
• Sis. Ethel Ndola Myers-Volunteer-Mogberay Community 
• Sis. Marian Conteh-PMC-Rochain Kamandao Project 
• Bro. Mohammed Kimbi-PMC-Baoma Secondary School Project 
• Bro. Jonathan Lamboi-driver-UMC/SL 
• Bro. Abdul Kamara-driver-UMC/SL 

 
For the “Guests of Honor”, we have the following personalities being 
officially invited  

• Hon. Jonahan Kaipay-Senator, Grand Bassa County 
• Hon. Thomas Goshua-chairman, Grand Bassa Legislative Caucus 
• Hon. Janjay Baikpeh-Superintendent, Grand Bassa County 



• Hon. Flee Glay-Development Superintendent, Grand Bassa 
County 

• Hon. Moses D. Haynes-City Mayor-Buchanan City, Grand Bassa 
County 

• Mr. Selah Siakor-Board member-SDI 
• Hon. Wilfred Gray-Johnson-National Human Rights Commission 

of Liberia 
• Bro. Olandor Boyce-I-Managing Partner-Theo Joseph & 

Associates 
• Rev. Allen Payne-Partner-John Warner UMC/Liberia 
• Rev. George D. Wilson, Jr. Director, Conference Council on 

Ministries 
• Rev. J. Joel Gould, Administrative Assistance to the Bishop 
• Rev. Dr. George D. Weagba, Vice President, UMU/Chairperson 

WARCTF 
• Rev. Frederick Simbole, District, Superintendent St. John River 

District  
• Mission Alliance Country Office – Liberia (Rune and Jenne) 

 
The next group of delegates also invited was the community members 
from rural Liberia which included the following community members: 
 
MOWAY COMMUNITY: 

1) Kelvin K. kulah – Viccinator 
2) Yama Y. Kulah-Treasurer 
3) Amos Z. Kermie-Town Chief 

 
 
 
 
 
The Valley-ta Community: 



 
1) James T. Flomo-Team leader 
2) John Kolleh-Member 
3) Ma-Tartee-member 

 
 
Glence-town Community: 
 

1) Paul O. Kerkula-Team leader 
2) Rebecca Kollie-member 
3) Fred Messah 

 
 
Compound No. three (3): 
 

1) Isaac Roberts  
2) Peter Wuyea - Secretary  
3) James Zoekruh -- Advisor  

 
 
 
Mr. Adolphus W. Dupley, Assisting Director of the Department of 
Community Services (DCS), officially introduced the City Major of 
Buchanan to the audience in person of Moses D. Haynes. Hon. Haynes 
who was very happy to be a part of the regional gathering in Grand 
Bassa County. Mr. Haynes began by delving into the historicity of the 
city of Buchanan, yea Grand Bassa County and the formation of the 
republic of Liberia. 
 
Mr. Sam T.I. Grimes, Program Coordinator, Community Development of 
the Department of Community Services (DCS) stimulated the 
participants with an ice-breaker which actually strengthened and 
prepared the participants for the rest of the day. Subsequently was 



followed by the guidelines of the countries` sharing after which, Mr. 
Dupley successfully drilled us through the entire content of the 
Competence Seminar Program, making sure that no agenda item was 
left out and individual participant name omitted and if was so, was 
immediately noted and indeed taken into consideration for correction 
and was openly left with the participants for their detail perusal, even 
as they see fit to make an input. 
 
The Competence Seminar also took into consideration the expectation 
of the conferees; during the opening session, participants give their 
expectations which were very helpful during the seminar.  One of which 
was the sustainability issues as a concern but, a cross-cutting point for 
all of the participants. The Regional Research Coordinator in person of 
Mr. D. Siaffa Dennis Morris, took over the drafting of the ground rules 
in line with the inputs of the various delegations accredited at the 
Liberia`s Competence Seminar 2018 in Buchanan City, Grand Bassa 
County. The expectation was reviewed in line with the participants’ 
inputs and was overwhelmingly accepted and endorsed to be used for 
the entire duration of the competence seminar. 
 
DAY-2: 
 
The seminar started the second day with a fervent devotion which was 
whole-heartedly led by Rev. Fredrick Simbol, District Superintendent, 
Grand Bassa District, United Methodist Church (UMC), Liberia Annual 
Conference (LAC) and, using for his theme: “Serving for development” 
and key of what was spoken in his sermon has to do with sustainable 
development taking place without the inputs of the community and 
further illustrated: a villager who is very gifted in demonstrating his 
farming techniques but refuse to farm rhetorically asking what will 
happen to such farmer? Obviously, he will indeed suffer from hunger 
meaning that, community development initiatives will wholly and 
surely rest on the shoulder of the community depending on the 



commitment and sincerity of the local stake-holders and, must be 
careful to know that the Al-mighty God is depending on and/ or will be 
depending on us to execute his commandments in every way and 
means humanly possible to our availability. 
 
The director of the Department of Community Services (DCS), in person 
of Mrs. Emma Okai Wleh, welcomes all of the guests including the 
administrative assistance to the bishop in person of J. Joel Gould and 
after which a brief statement from Senator Jonathan Kaipay of Grand 
Bassa County was made together with a presentation of a package to 
the competence seminar. 
 
Mission Alliance Country director and his wife were also guests of honor 
at the competence Seminar. The second session dealt with the role 
model and general principles of strengthening civil society which was 
facilitated by Rev. Oyind Aske, General Secretary, of the Board of 
Global Ministries. Rev Aske lengthily elaborated on the added value of 
service regardless where we go to serve and/ or wherever we find 
ourselves as people, who have decided to serve God and humanity in 
all of our work endeavors, as far as the golden rule is fully considered 
to go and indeed make disciples of all nations baptizing them in the 
name of the father, son and Holy spirit. He also talked about the core 
elements in partnering development from partnership in development 
which main objective is to improve people lives. As for the lesson 
learned in his presentation, he did mentioned sustainability at different 
levels with regards to: the community level, National level and the 
Administrative level in line with “In Mission together changing lives”. 
 
As for the administrative assistance to the bishop, in person of J. Joel 
Gould, he was able to make some brief remarks on behalf of the bishop; 
while bishop was away attending the Council of Bishops meeting in the 
United States of America. He also read a special statement on behave 
of the bishop. 



 
Mr. Sam T. Grimes was asked to introduce the Key note speaker for the 
day in person of Senator Jonathan Kaipay. Senator Kaipay begin by 
saying the important he attaches to the gathering of the Liberia`s 
Competence Seminar. More besides, being asked/selected to have 
made a public statement in such gathering of international 
dignitaries/high profile guests, was one of the few greater honors that 
he has ever-gotten as a senator even as he was asked to proxy in behalf 
of the designated speaker in person of Alexander Cummings who due 
to compelling and pressing unforeseen engagement,was unable to 
attend the competence seminar in Liberia. 
 
Senator Kaipay began by delving into the theme of the seminar 
“Changing our Community through Sustainable Development & 
Partnership” that no community can be developed without the total 
support of the local stake-holders. He also spoke about training in its 
broad term and staff development, infrastructure & basic social 
services as CODEVPRO has been the core program for the department 
of community services thus, celebrating a comprehensive ten-year of 
sustainable community development with several community projects 
implementations. 
 
 
 
REMARKS/SPECIAL STATEMENTS: 
 
Dr. George D. Wilson, director, Connectional Ministry makes a remark. 
He started by saying that it was very much and indeed important to 
now begin sharing cross-cultural engagement stories/dreams with 
Sierra Leone and Liberia.  
 
As for Rev. Aske, he commented on a doer friendship not only to Liberia, 
but to Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe. The partnership in development 



(PID) has now taken root in the soil in relation to the three countries of 
Liberia, Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe. The PID has affected women, 
children and vulnerable communities, he concluded. 
 
Mission Alliance country director make a remark and greeted every 
delegate and/or participant that was present at the competence 
seminar, He started by giving some historical highlights of Mission 
Alliance in Liberia especially as of 2014 in which the forging of a 
strategic partnership was fully strengthened with respect to 
community development in Liberia and as of 2015, Mission Alliance 
sectorial programs was fully established. Mission Alliance has been 
able to work in Liberia for an appreciable number of times. This 
partnership has been able to afford them the golden opportunity to 
meet, know and indeed interact with people and their communities 
that they come from in Liberia as a whole and the case may be. 
 
 
CHABADZA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: 
Madam Gelly Meti started her presentation by first of all defining the 
word “CHABADZA” meaning in the Shona language “working together 
and/ or come let’s work together”. She further avails that the 
CHABADZA community programs have always identify their own needs 
and then try to work towards its programs when there seems to be 
some challenges, then the UMC-Zimbabwe will now have to intervene. 
She said as regarding project sustainability, there will come a time 
where donor fatigue will be inevitable and the partnership need will 
exist no more meaning that, there will no more be Norwegian support 
and as such, CHABADZA is to empowered the locals in order to be able 
to take ownership of their community development. In so doing, the 
CHABADZA program has come up with a need based-assessment 
mechanismthat will qualify community for project at a specific given 
times, thus coming out with these stipulated intervention as followed: 
 



o Qualification of the community projects 
o Activities at the community level 
o CHABADZA board 
o Monitoring & evaluation 
o Sustainability and project framework 
o The resource management  
o What was achieved 

 
 
For example in Mtongo, there was an environmental training before 
the project implementation begin which, however has to be delayed in 
the process of implementation in that chosen community while in 
Musago.The CHABADZA chosen program was explained to community 
stake-holders as it is based on the community own need-based 
assessment so was the human rights training which was conducted 
alongside with the income generating projects as far as the 
empowerment of the community was fully considered. 
 
 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CROSS-CULTURAL 
PARTNERSHIP: 
 
The Rev. /Dr. George D. Wilson began his presentation with a fervent 
illustration by saying to the competence seminar delegates, one of the 
roles he has played as a young man while in grade school, was always 
fond of trying to give an impression of how well and indeed his speeches 
were, but at the final analysis in one of his speeches he had earlier 
prepared for a graduation ceremony presentation; copy of this speech 
could not be found when was ready to  be presented,this as you may 
well assumed, led him into a state of abyss and/or oblivion thus, 
allowing the eyes of the audience to be jeered at him and thereafter, 
he realizes that memorization is never a genuine academic pedigree to 
successful learning but a pitfall and,has promised never to memorized 



any written speech any more, a loud hand of applaud from the 
competence delegates accommodated his illustration. 
 
Nevertheless, he began formally by defining partnership after which a 
formal greetingwas made in behalf of the bishop. His definitions of 
partnership being a co-existence and/or collaboration that is cross-
cultural. He further averred that, one of the greatest challenges in 
cross-cultural partnership is money; it diminishes the efforts and 
dreams of well-meaning community. 
 
Mis-Information and demeaning perception helps to hinders and 
indeed impedes the smooth relationship of any given partnership. 
Diverse background in any partnership building has to let all the 
imbued biases go/forgo the impediments but the United Methodist 
Church (UMC)/Liberia Annual Conference (LAC) has tried to negate it 
and prove this syndrome wrong. 
 
 
 
POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES: 
 
Rev. Aske talked about the mutual benefits of making use of potential 
advantages and furthers that, our common experience is under the 
combine academic and technical support is bigger than any single one. 
He further went to elaborate that the potential of innovation is grater, 
because of the combine knowledge which is indeed intended to address 
complex situation at any given times. 
 
 
 
For example: 

o Coming to work late 
o Consuming times with relatives 



o At office /working times 
 
He averred that, taking people from mat to mattress is indeed a 
credibility issues and must be assured in the partnership, if it is to 
accrued economic and social benefits for the development of the 
community. He finally challenged the competence delegates and 
participants to hold onto their integrity, as our business should be how 
to empower, strengthened and sustain our people and their 
communities. The success of our credibility will be greater with cross-
cultural partnership. Impact: the more partners, the greater impact. 
Human resource development: human resource development with an 
enhanced professional skills and competence. Great thanks as he 
concluded with the following intervention. 
 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST: 
 

o Drain of resources 
o Loss of autonomy 
o Consensus-building 
o Power-balance 
o Communication mistakes 
o Failing of communication problems 
o Research on PID projects 

 
 
 
 
 
DAY-3: 
 
EXPERIENCING IN TERM OF PARTNERSHIP:  
             (MARTA THORB ORNSEN)) 
 



Anne reported on real estate property and/or real property. She said 
that the grant may not be used to purchase or construct real estate 
property (land, building, etc.) unless explicitly approved by NORAD. She 
further said that if for example, NORAD has purposed to approve 
500,000 NOK / US$ 59,000, and then we will need to adjust the 
partnership in development (PID) model with respect to the following 
intervention: 
 
o Approved project earlier 
o Baseline must be develop in the soonest possible times 

 
 
She further elaborated that at the end of the day, they were going to 
sit and talk on such issues regarding result framework even as they are 
under-mentioned: 
 

o There must be results 
o There must be a proper framework and indicators 
o There must be report on the programme implemented 
o To what extend has the programme been implemented as plan? 
o What are the internal and external risk factors? 

 
o What do we want to report? 

 
Results are the outcomes of an activities, not and not the activities 
itself. Input,activities, outputs, outcomes and impact were necessary 
interventions and/ or factors outlines for any given successful project 
implementation as she has mentioned. Anne was then able to give 
some examples of vague reporting such as, household has increased 
their crops so what? What is the problem, how could it be improved. 
Afterward, a brain-teasing session was held to come up with a proper 
result on word like increased or improved. The term “increased,” 
“improved” and “reduced” should be avoided, as they do not give an 



idea of the actual change that has taken place indeed and/ or achieved, 
by how much the change has taken place. School enrollment has 
increased by 30% and school dropouts have been reduced to 2% for 
example, and teachers are now retained by 95%. 
 
Now in the case study just mentionedabove, is the baseline data 
available? Can the results be quantified? Can the results be made more 
concrete? Is the target group identified/reached to? 
 
 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS: 
 
Mr. Ragnar Flach, the treasurer of theBoard of Global Ministries, 
United Methodist Church in Norway presentation was focusing on 
financial statements. He hopes and expects that all of the reports will 
be on times. Each financial report of the PID countries is needed by the 
auditing firm/auditor in Norway. According to him, he should have 
accessed all of the necessary documents regarding PID projects 
implementation from the various countries that are indeed 
implementing the PID projects. Internal control of any project 
implementation is a cardinal issue in the enhancement of transparency 
and accountability he concluded on his brief presentation. 
 
Partnership relationship support from Mission Alliance staff captures 
key component of project implementation.Challenges and learning are 
always part of any community development journey and the 
identification of projects that are indeed developmental oriented. 
Committees are form in order to access learning needs in education 
project. 
 
Project interventions are carryout based on favorable outcomes. We 
learnt community entry is a significant tool to use whenever you`re 
about to interact with the community stake-holders. Learning gender 



is to constitute an implementing project committee and include female 
within such committee, as a way of mainstreaming gender in 
community development initiatives. Proposing an eligibility criterion 
for gender committee was inhibiting women from participating and as 
such, a criterion was harmonized in order to encourage the total 
participation of our local women. The WASH approach has been widen 
to address the numerous issues faced by community dwellers as it 
relates to WASH amongst others. 
 
 
UMC-SIERRA LEONE REPORT: 
 
Community Empowerment for Livelihood 
 
Summary of projects activities: 
o Community based initiatives programme 
o Recruitment & training of community trainers/volunteers 
o Baseline survey 
o Commissioning of Joyous Health Post and Sallou School 

 
 
Facilitators were drawn from: 
o The environment 
o Gender balance 
o Civil society 
o Community people 
o Community development practitioners 
o Social workers/rights advocates 

 
Names of communities: 
Names of children 
Names of local stake-holders 
Commissioning of projects 



Community scanning 
 
Topics facilitated were: 
o CELAD project application 
o Project implemented 
o Financial management 

 
 
ORGANIZATION REVIEW: 
 
o Local project implementation 
o Changes in the project 
o Community-Based Integrated Need Assessment  
o Local reporting 
o Gender-Based Violence 
o Environmental issues 
o Deforestation 
o Report writing 
o Human rights (issues of education, ethical issues of morality, etc.) 

 
WATCH COMMITTEES: 
o Constructed WASH Committees in communities and schools 
o Hygiene education carry on every school of our project activities 

 
SUSTAINABILITY: 
o Constant follow up on all of the various projects 

 
 
CHALLENGES FACE WITH IN IMPLEMENTING PROJECTS: 
 
o Rainy season 
o Adaptation 
o Rural migration 



o Spiritual attacks 
o Fond of farming by community members, especially without 

incentives by their own perception 
o Adult illiteracy program 
o Poor participation 

 
 
 
 
Mr. Adolphus Dupley introduced our guest presenter in person of Rev. 
Wilfred Gray Johnson and he began his introductory remarks by 
appreciating all of the invited delegates who was able to make their 
way to the 2018 Competence Seminar especially the Zimbabwe 
delegation. According to him, it was where he has studied for two years 
before and, was very much indeed impressed and happy to learn that, 
there were people from there that was part of this all important 
gathering. He also expressed high gratitude to the Norwegian 
delegation for their fervent role played in achieving all the deliverables 
so far, so good. He began his sermon by saying that, community 
development in lines with the MDGs is one of the most spoken about 
goals of the united Nations intervention globally and, that it is not all 
about organization aims and objectives, but rather, others local stake-
holders too. Community driven development supposed to be initiative 
for the poor and/ or poorest of the poor, and in order to reach to the 
poorest of the poor, one has to make sure in relating to the one – 
hundred sixty-nine countries of the United Nations. They thought to 
ensure that the PRS documents the holistic needs of not only the 
community, but the nations as a whole. Rev. Wilfred Gray Johnson 
finally concluded by saying that, community driven development is all 
about implementation and participation. Rev. Johnson was able to put 
this into a contextualization in the sense of fixing the present reality 
with regards to the sense of times. He further asserted that we did not 
prioritized our priority well, but rather dish down cash on issues that 



did not have any semblance of compelling needs. The role of the church 
even as he ended on these notes: 

o A critical need 
o A consciousness of society 

 
 
COMMUNITY SHARING: 
 
Boway and Valley-ta Communities presented as followed: 
 
BOWAY COMMUNITY: 
 

1. They started their presentation by saying that, they early began a 
dialogue with the then director of the Department of Community 
Services (DCS) Mr. Jonathan Kaipay, now, one of the two senators 
of Grand Bassa County, republic of Liberia. As a result, five persons 
were being trained from the Gbarnga School of Nursing some of 
whom are currently given back their services to the community. 

 
Sustainability Plan: 
As a result, the community agreed to develop a 50 acres of palm nursing 
that will be used to sustain the project. The government is also 
sustaining the clinic as she supplies the clinic with essential drugs and 
involving other organizations to help in the process since the clinic was 
turned over. 
 
 
THE VALLET-TA COMMUNITY: 
 

2. Solar panel 
3. Church construction 
4. Farina mills 

 



The Valley-Ta Community started their presentation by saying and 
appreciation UMC Norway and giving Hope to a Child for the fervent 
support that they have continued to give that community including the 
children especially those in need. As a result, children are now being 
sustained because of their parents through the farina mills. People are 
now going to church regularly thus enhancing and strengthening the 
spiritual growth as their lives continued to improve. And of course kids 
have access to electricity for adult literacy program and evening study 
classes as well.  
 
 
 
Mr. Maxwell Frances of EQUIP  begin his presentation by defining the 
word WASH 
 
 
 
WATER ------------------------------------------------ 30% of our         
                                                                                 Waste disposed 
AND ------------------------------------------------- are being consumed by 
ourselves  
 
SANITATION --------------------------------------- As for our sanitary practices, 
it’s always good to keep our environment clean, use the latrines instead 
of using nearby bushes which when rain, bring back the same content 
of deposits through drainages by way of running water straight into 
our wells, hand-pumps, creeks, streams, running waters, etc…. thus 
creating health hazard for our community members and working 
population.        
 
HEALTH -------------------------------------------- we as living human beings 
need to take good care of ourselves, so that we all can be healthy. 
When we are healthy, we grow well, we think positive about ourselves, 



we have the opportunity to interact with community/family members, 
we go to school, we visit friends and relatives and are able to do things 
on our own rather than being unable to do anything all on the account 
of diseases that have invalidate us or render us vulnerable as sick 
people.    
 
The idea of watch has to do with cleanliness, which is next to Godliness. 
Deuteronomy 23: 12-14; as the biblical references. 
 
After the introduction of CLTS: 
 
C = COMMUNITY 
 
L = LED 
 
T = TOTAL 
 
S = SANITATION 
 
 
 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECT ACCOUNTABILITY: 
 
Mr. L. Olandor Boyce, I of the Theo Joseph & Associate presented on 
project transparency and accountability, Key to accountability is an 
upward level approach to any transaction. A community service is now 
drifting away from donation to sustainability.How relationship 
contributes to accountability, it helps accountability to move 
towardsprojects that have been undertaken in the community are 
somehow affecting our lives directly and indirectly,the nine elements of 
building relationship are as under-mentioned: 
 

o One at a times 



o Telling people about yourself 
o Go to places and make friends 
o Assume other people to form relationship 
o Overcoming fear with rejection 
o Invite people to get involved 
o Always give people the opportunity to be open to you 
o Expectation of account giving 
o In conclusion, he said sincerity enhances accountability and 

helps to transform somebody   
 
Accountability is a core component of achieving lasting result in 
community development. He started his introduction by measuring the 
Ebola crisis that troubles our three countries were so hardly hit to the 
extent that the political, economic and social environment of our dear 
countries came to a stand-still. 
 
Consider answering social, cultural and economics questions that 
entails quantitative and qualitative accountability such as: 
 

o Statement of financial position 
o Statement of activities 
o Permanent restricted funds 
o Horizontal statement of activities 
o Statement of cash flow 
o Summary of the narratives 

 
 
Finally, the Competence Seminar ended with a dedicatory ceremony of 
the compound Three (Gorblee Health Center fifty plus rooms) one of the 
biggest health centers in Grand BassaCounty with an official ceremony 
put into place for such an occasion.  
 



Madam Emma OkaiWleh, director of the Department of Community 
Services (DCS), Liberia Annual Conference (LAC), United Methodist 
Church (UMC), officially makes the welcome remark coupled with a 
synopsis appreciation of the partnership. She started by welcoming all 
of guests and invited partners that have come from far and near, 
especially our international partners like the Norwegians who have 
always embraced such an occasion our brothersand sisters from 
Zimbabwe not forgetting our closest neighbors, brothers and sisters 
from Sierra Leone who are also doing the same community 
development works in their own environment and communities as a 
whole. 
She further delved into some of the difficulties that this project has to 
go through due to some financial constraints even as it is completed for 
dedication today. She further asserted the entire project cost was Two 
hundred thirty four thousand-Two Hundred Thirty Six-thirty Six cent 
(US$ 234,236.36) but due to the voluminous size and cost of the project, 
a collaboration was signed into between the government of Liberia and 
UMC-Liberia even as a declaration of purpose was signed and the 
amountwas later increased to Two Hundred Eighty Three Thousands-
seven Hundred Twenty Eight-fifty cent (US$ 283,728.50) and out of this 
amount of US$ 283,728.50, the Department of Community 
Services/Community Development Program (CODEVPRO) (DCS) 
contributed 60% of the total cost in the amount of 93, 734.77 but in two 
phases, while the government of Liberia contributed  40% of the total 
cost of the financial burden in the amount of 77, 928.58 but, delay her 
side of its financial obligation thus leading the project into a stand-still 
for some protracted length of times, but praise be to the All-Mighty God 
that we could gathered to celebrate the project today with a successful 
dedication program, as she concluded. 
 
Again, a second selection was rendered by the Gborlee Central High 
School entitled: “All things are possible to them that believed” The 
message for the day was delivered by REV. Joel J. Gould, 



Administrative- Assistance to the Office of the bishop, LAC/UMC. The 
text was taken from Mark 5: 21-36 with supporting biblical references 
from Jeremiah 29:11; and using for theme: “The four Kinds of People.” 
As he delves into his sermon, he categorized the population of the world 
into four groups of people namely:  
 

1. Wicked people 
2. Vulnerable people 
3. Well-to-do-people 
4. Men and women working for God 

 
At the end of Rev. Joel J. Gould sermon, one could vividly tell that the 
sermon was timely and indeed ascended be young boundaries of 
partnership, office staff and even the invited guests including the very 
government officials that attended such ceremony. 
 
Mr. AdolphusDupley, the associate director of the Department of 
Community Services (DCS), whole-heartedly appreciated the Rev. Gould 
for such an inspiring message that is timely at such dedicatory 
ceremony he concluded. 
 
Some of the high profile personalities who make remarks at the end of 
this all important dedicatory ceremony are as under-mentioned: 
 

1. Joe Paigai ------ District No.3 Superintendent ------------- Grand 
Bassa County 

2. Rev. Aske ------ General Secretary of the Board of Global Ministry 
– Norway 

3. AArtHuu ------  Chairman of the Board of Global Ministries ---------
- Norway 

4. Representative – PMC 
5. Representative – LAC 
6. Representative – CHO/MOH 



7. Janjay Garkpeh – Superintendent – Grand Bassa County 
8. Hon. Vincent Willis , District No. 3 Representative, Grand Bassa 

County 
9. Hon. Jonathan Kaipay, Senator, Grand Bassa County 
10. Hon. Thomas Gushaw, District No. 4, Grand Bassa County 
11. Representative, District Health Officer, Grand Bassa County 

 
And this was followed by a closing remark from J. Joel Gould, 
Administrative Assistance and special representative to the LAC/UMC 
Bishop who subsequently cut the ribbon to the Gborlee Health Clinic.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 


